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DPBS  Dulbecco´s phosphate buffered saline 

ECM  Extracellular matrix 

EMD  Enamel matrix derivative 

EMP  Enamel matrix proteins 

FCS  Fetal calf serum 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Problem formulation 

Wounds that do not heal are painful for the patient and costly for the health care sector. The 

mechanisms responsible for non-healing wounds are multiple, but impaired matrix formation and 

lack of growth factors are important contributory factors. [Dee et al. 2002] Today Mölnlycke 

Health Care provides Xelma™, enamel matrix derivative (EMD) carried in a gel, a treatment for 

chronic wounds not responding to regular care. In this master thesis, studies of polymer materials 

with incorporated EMD were made. The change in carrier could provide benefits such as a lower 

necessary EMD content and would increase shelf life and allow a wider range of storage 

temperatures. The material might also be useful for treatment over a wider range of wound 

classes including both chronic wounds and acute wounds. This public report is reduced due to 

potential filing of patent applications thus certain methods and compound names have been 

removed. 

1.2 Aim 

The aim of this master thesis was to evaluate chemical and biological properties of three 

materials, with EMD incorporated, in order to estimate their suitability as wound care devices for 

treatment of wounds. The major chemical property of interest was to detect protein release from 

the material as well as from an EMD-film when held in physiological-like fluid at skin 

temperature, using pyrogallol red staining, ultraviolet (UV) spectrophotometer and high-

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). These experiments studied release of EMD from 

an initially dry carrier. It is of interest to do an estimation of the evenness of the EMD 

distribution throughout the material in order to evaluate the used production methods suitability. 

Such evaluation was made using confocal microscopy and material with incorporated 

Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) conjugated EMD. Biological properties of interest were 

normal human dermal fibroblasts (NHDF) viability and collagen production when cultured 

closely to the material. 
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1.3 Theoretical framework  

1.3.1 Wound dressing materials 

A suitable wound dressing should create an environment which promotes optimal healing 

conditions such as a moist environment and favorable gas permeability. Wounds need different 

dressings depending on their condition (e.g. dry or exuding). Dressings are classified into 

primary (in contact with the surface), secondary (covers the primary dressing) and island 

(absorbent pad with an adhesive backing) dressings. [Boateng et al. 2007] 

 

Polymer dressing materials such as hydrogels, polyurethane-foam, hydrocolloid and alginate 

dressings have been used as carriers for controlled drug release to wounds. Formulations 

prepared from biomaterials such as collagen, hyaluronic acid and chitosan have also been used 

for drug delivery. Certain dry polymeric dressings will absorb exudate and consequently swell 

which results in a gel. The gel will act as a protecting barrier as well as a drug diffusion material. 

[Boateng et al. 2007]   

1.3.2 Biomaterial 

A biomaterial, a material designed to function in contact with living tissue, should be non-

inflammatory, non-carcinogenic and immunologically inert as well as having correct mechanical 

properties [Stynes et al. 2008]. Polymers form large organic macromolecules through covalently 

bonded chains of atoms. These chains interact with each other through hydrogen and van der 

Waals bonds. Stronger bonds can only be created through cross-linking (joining together of 

adjacent chains). Polymer biomaterials are used for drug release, tissue engineering and 

orthopedic- and cardiovascular implants. [Dee et al. 2002] 

1.3.3 The skin 

The external surface of the body is covered with our largest organ, the skin (fig. 1a). The skin 

weights 4.5-5 kg and covers an area of about 2 square meters. The thickness varies but is about 

1-2 mm thick over most of the body. [Tortora and Grabowski 2003] The skin is a waterproof 

barrier which provides protection against external damages [Alberts et al. 2002]. The skin 

consists of two main parts, the epidermis and the dermis [Tortora and Grabowski 2003]. 
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90% of epidermal cells are keratinocytes which produce the protein keratin. Keratin is a fibrous 

and tough protein which protects skin and underlying tissue from microbes, chemicals and heat. 

The epidermis also consists of melanocytes, Langerhans cells and Merkel cells. Stratum basale is 

the deepest layer of the epidermis. Cells that are formed in the stratum basale are moved through 

the epidermal layers up to the surface. During this process the cells accumulate more and more 

keratin, a process called keratinization. Eventually the cells undergo apoptosis and are replaced 

by underlying cells. The rate of cell division increases when the outer layers of the epidermis are 

stripped. [Tortora and Grabowski 2003]  

 

The dermis is the second layer of the skin which provides elasticity and mechanical integrity 

[Jones et al. 2002]. There are fewer cells in this part of the skin, mainly fibroblasts and 

macrophages [Tortora and Grabowski 2003]. The extracellular matrix (ECM) provides a surface 

to which cells can adhere and communicate with other cells through cell signaling. ECM is 

mainly composed of collagen, elastin, proteoglycans, glycoproteins, fibronectin, laminin and 

water. ECM has many important functions such as: 

 

• mechanical support for cell anchorage 

• control of cell growth  

• maintenance of cell differentiation 

• determination of cell orientation 

• scaffolding for orderly tissue renewal 

• establishment of tissue microenvironment 

• sequestration, storage and presentation of soluble regulatory molecules 

 

ECM plays a critical role as a scaffold that helps the healing process after an injury. [Ratner et al. 

2004] The dermis also contains blood vessels, nerve fibers, hair follicles and glands [Tortora and 

Grabowski 2003]. 

1.3.4 Acute wounds 

One of the most complex biological processes that occur during human life is wound repair. The 

repair process requires an activation and synchronization of multiple biological pathways. Most 
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tissues in human adult do not regenerate in wound repair. Instead a non-functioning mass of cells 

(mainly fibroblasts) and ECM (mainly collagen), a scar, is formed. A rapid formation of a scar, 

instead of tissue regeneration, prevents infectious microorganisms from invading the wound. 

Wound repair is often classified into three stages; inflammation, new tissue formation and 

remodeling (fig. 1). [Gurtner et al. 2008] 

 

To prevent blood and fluid losses a coagulation cascade occurs soon after a skin injury [Gurtner 

et al. 2008]. The clotting cascade is initiated by platelets (thrombocytes) which also secrete 

cytokines and growth factors [Jeffcoate et al. 2004]. For example platelet-derived growth factor 

(PDGF) and transforming growth factor-β1 (TGF- β1) are important for cell recruitment in the 

short term and are important in ECM later [Falanga 2005]. TGF-β sends signals to the dermis 

which promotes the formation of collagen-rich scar tissue [Alberts et al. 2002]. Haemostasis, the 

formation of a platelet plug, is achieved by the interaction between platelets and fibrin [Beanes et 

al. 2003]. The result is a fibrin plug consisting of platelets embedded in a meshwork of mainly 

fibrin [Falanga 2005]. Fibrin provides a matrix, a scaffold for infiltrating cells [Beanes et al. 

2003]. As a result of activation of complement,  bacterial degradation and degranulation of 

platelets; neutrophils are attracted to the wound [Gurtner et al. 2008]. Leucocytes (neutrophils 

and monocytes) are slowed down in the bloodstream through the endothelial expression of 

selectins. The movement thorough endothelial gaps and into the extracellular space are generated 

by forces from binding to integrins. [Falanga 2005] Neutrophils eliminate foreign bodies (e.g. 

bacteria) and release chemoattractants, growth factors and proteolytic enzymes. The number of 

neutrophils falls soon after injury. [Jeffcoate et al. 2004] Monocytes differentiate into 

macrophages in the wound [Gurtner et al. 2008]. Macrophages enable the removal of nonviable 

tissue and bacteria [Jeffcoate et al. 2004]. 

 

2-10 days after an injury the new tissue formation phase takes place. This is the second stage of 

wound repair which includes migration of different cell types and cellular proliferation. The first 

step is the migration of keratinocytes over the wound. [Gurtner et al. 2008] To supply the area 

with oxygen and other nutrients; blood vessels bud from intact vessels, a process called 

angiogenesis [Falanga 2005] [Jeffcoate et al. 2004]. Fibroblasts are attracted to the wound from 

the wound edges. Some of these fibroblasts differentiate into myofibroblasts by stimulation from 
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macrophages. Over time these contractile cells will bring the edges of the wound together and 

the interaction between fibroblasts and myofibroblasts stimulates the production of ECM, mainly 

collagen. Over time the fibrin matrix, which was formed during the inflammation phase, is 

replaced with granulation tissue through angiogenesis, fibroblasts and macrophages. [Gurtner et 

al. 2008] Keratinocytes proliferate and mature and give rise to the barrier function of the 

epithelium [Gurtner et al. 2008]. 

 

2-3 weeks after injury the third stage of wound repair, remodelling, begins and may last for a 

year or more. All processes activated during the wound repair will cease during this stage. 

[Gurtner et al. 2008] Cell density and capillary number will decrease during remodelling 

[Jeffcoate et al. 2004]. Most of the myofibroblasts, macrophages and endothelial cells will leave 

the wound or undergo apoptosis (programmed cell death) [Gurtner et al. 2008]. A stronger and 

more rigid scar tissue will be formed as collagen fibrils become organized into thicker bundles 

[Jeffcoate et al. 2004]. Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), secreted by macrophages, fibroblasts 

and endothelial cells, remodel the ECM from consisting of mainly type III collagen backbone to 

one composed of type I collagen. Even though this process strengthens the repaired tissue, the 

tissue will never fully recover. [Gurtner et al. 2008] 
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Figure 1 The three stages of wound repair. (a) Inflammation. The formation of a fibrin clot, haemostasis, 

through platelets and fibrin. The image also shows epidermis and dermis.  (b) New tissue formation. The 

fibrin matrix, which was formed during the inflammation phase, is replaced with granulation tissue through 

angiogenesis, fibroblasts and macrophages. [Gurtner et al. 2008] (c) Remodeling. A stronger and more rigid 

scar tissue will be formed as thicker bundles of collagen fibrils become organized into thicker bundles. 

[Jeffcoate et al. 2004] (Image taken from Gurtner et al. 2008 with permission) 

 

1.3.5 Chronic wounds 

Wounds that do not heal or heal at an abnormally slow rate are categorized as chronic wounds 

[Dee et al. 2002]. Chronic wounds include, for example, diabetic-, pressure-, lower leg- and 

vascular ulcers. The individuals who suffer from this condition tend to be older and/or have an 

illness such as diabetes or cancer. The wounds may arise through mechanical, thermal or 

radiation injury. Other factors which may affect the wound healing are a poor nutrition, smoking, 

obesity and immobility. [Fowler 1990] These wounds do not proceed in the wound healing 

process like acute wounds do. Instead the wounds may stay in the inflammatory phase where a 
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high concentration of leucocytes is present. The mechanisms responsible for non-healing wounds 

are not known but impaired matrix formation, lack of growth factors and unregulated enzymes 

(such as MMPs) are important factors. Chronic wounds are painful for patients and costly for the 

health care sector. [Dee et al. 2002] The physiological and psychological complications often 

influence an individual’s lifestyle, well-being and level of independence. The pain, odor and 

drainage results in psychological stress, as well as anxiety and morbidity. [Fowler 1990] 

1.3.6 Enamel matrix derivative 

Enamel matrix derivative (EMD), a mixture of enamel matrix proteins (EMP) [Bosshardt 2008], 

is derived from developing porcine teeth. EMD mainly consists of the protein amelogenin (90%). 

The remaining 10% consists of other EMPs such as enamelin, amelin, tuftelin and ameloblastin. 

[Saito et al. 2008] 

 

Ameloblasts secrete a protein matrix which consists of 90% amelogenins. Amelogenins are 

considerably hydrophobic due to their amino acid content which include 25-30% of proline and 

relatively high content of histidine, glutamine and leucine. [Brookes et al. 1995] The proteins are 

spliced during secretion and degraded during the enamel formation. As a consequence of this, 

extracted amelogenin from developing teeth consists of a mixture of several different peptides 

with various molecular weights (fig. 2). Full-length amelogenin (25 kDa) is a bipolar 

macromolecule with a hydrophilic C-terminal whilst the rest of the molecule is relatively 

hydrophobic. [Halthur et al. 2006] The parent amelogenin of 25 kDa is reduced to a 23 kDa 

amelogenin through removing amino acids from the C-terminal. A 20 kDa amelogenin develops 

either from the 25 kDa or the 23 kDa amelogenin, studies have suggested both possibilities. The 

20 kDa amelogenin can be reduced into two peptides. The major route results in one 5 kDa 

tyrosine rich peptide (TRAP) which is relatively insoluble and one 13 kDa peptide which is 

unusually soluble. A minor route occurs when purified 20 kDa peptides are treated with a 

purified enzyme at acidic pH. The result is one 7 kDa peptide one 11 kDa with the same 

characteristics as the peptides from the major route. [Brookes et al. 1995]   
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Figure 2 The processing pathway of the major parent amelogenin (25 kDa) into shorter peptides [Brookes et 

al. 1995] (Image reconstructed from Brookes et al. 1995). 

 

The hydrophobic N-terminal gives amelogenin the possibility to self-assembly, through 

interactions between its protein segments, forming a nanosphere. The hydrophilic C-terminal is 

exposed to the surface and is believed to hinder further aggregation. [Halthur et al. 2006]  

 
The aggregation of EMD is pH and temperature dependent (fig. 3). EMD has its best solubility at 

low temperature in combination with low or high pH. At physiological conditions EMD forms 

supramolecular aggregates (nanospheres) [Bosshardt et al. 2008]. [Gestrelius et al. 2000] 

 
Figure 3 EMD solubility is temperature- and pH dependent. EMD aggregates are formed in the area above 

the curve while EMD become soluble below the curve [Gestrelius et al. 2000]. (Image reconstructed from 

Gestrelius et al. 2000) 
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Many studies have showed that EMPs have effects which may improve wound healing. The 

results have not been consistent which can be understood by the complexity of the experiments. 

Researchers have used different types of EMPs, different cell types, and different concentrations 

of EMPs but available data make some suggestions. [Bosshardt et al. 2008]  

 

Grayson et al. (2006) showed a significantly increased proliferation of human skin fibroblasts as 

well as high levels of TGF-β1 when treated with EMD. Mirastschijski et al. (2004) showed an 

increase in secreted vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) from adult human dermal 

fibroblasts and increased release of MMP-2 from the fibroblasts and human microvascular 

endothelial cells treated with EMD. Schlueter et al. (2007) showed an increase in proliferation of 

human microvascular endothelial cells (HMVEC) and increased angiogenesis. Yuan et al. (2003) 

saw an outgrowth of new blood vessels when human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC), 

in an in vitro angiogenesis assay, were treated with EMD and compared with the control group. 
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2 Material and Methods 

2.1 Enamel matrix derivative 

Freeze-dried EMD (30 mg/vial) was purchased from Biora AB, Malmö, Sweden. EMD, a 

mixture of 20 kDa (80%), 13 kDa (8%) and 5 kDa (12%), extracted from developing porcine 

teeth. This EMD mixture is highly aggregating and forms globular spheres and short rods, 

approximately 0.5 µm in size. [Halthur et al. 2006] 

2.2 Materials 

Polymer based materials for wound dressing applications were made from Polymer A, B or C 

and either with or without EMD incorporated (Collaboration partner). 

2.3 Ultraviolet spectrophotometer 

An ultraviolet spectrophotometer can be used for determining the concentration of a sample. The 

technique is based on compounds ability to absorb and transmit ultraviolet radiation. A source 

gives out ultraviolet radiation and the electromagnetic radiation excites electrons to higher 

energy states. Single wavelength can be selected, due to the compound of interest, using a 

diffraction grating or a quartz prism. The use of quartz is necessary since ultraviolet radiation is 

absorbed by glass. [Atkins and Jones 2002] 

 

A single-wavelength beam of light passed through the sample which is placed in a quartz cuvette 

with a known optical path length (l). The sample absorbs light and the transmitted light intensity 

(It) is detected. The sample’s absorbance is calculated through Beer-Lambert law; 

( )tIIlceA 0log=⋅⋅=  

Where: 
 A = absorbance 

e = absorption coefficient 
c = concentration of analyte 
l = length of absorption path  
I0 = original light intensity 
It = transmitted light intensity 

[Hitachi 1998] 
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2.3.1 Standard for protein concentration using ultraviolet 

spectrophotometer 

A stock solution was made through dissolving 30 mg freeze dried EMD (Biora AB, Malmö, 

Sweden) with 1 ml 0.1 M acetic acid (HAc) reaching a concentration of 30 mg/ml. The stock 

solution was refrigerated for one hour to allow EMD to dissolve completely. To avoid big steps 

in further dilution three lower concentrations of EMD were mixed in three steps, resulting in 

diluted stock solutions referred to as [1], [2] and [3] (0.1, 1 respectively 10 mg/ml) (Table I).  

 

Table I The table presents how the stock solution (30 mg/ml) was further diluted into three diluted stock 

solutions [1], [2] and [3] (0.1, 1 respectively 10 mg/ml). 

EMD solution (ml) HAc (ml) Concentration (mg/ml) Diluted stock solution 
1.0 ml of 30 mg/ml 2.0 10 mg EMD/ml  [3] 
0.6 ml of 10 mg/ml 5.4 1 mg EMD/ml [2] 
0.6 ml of 1 mg/ml 5.4 0.1 mg EMD/ml [1] 
 

Three identical standard series (α, β and γ) were mixed in low retention Eppendorf tubes using 

the three diluted stock solutions ([1], [2] and [3]) (Table II). 

 
Table II The table presents how three identical standard series (α, β and γ) were diluted using the diluted 

stock solutions [1], [2] and [3] (0.1, 1 respectively 10 mg/ml) presented in table I. 

Standard series Diluted stock solution (ml) HAc (ml) Concentration 

(mg EMD/ml) 

0.05 ml of [1] 0.95 0.005 
0.1 ml of [1] 0.9 0.01 
0.5 ml of [1] 0.5 0.05 
1.0 ml of [1] 0 0.1 
0.2 ml of [2] 0.8 0.2 
0.5 ml of [2] 0.5 0.5 
0.8 ml of [2] 0.2 0.8 
0.12 ml of [3] 0.88 1.2 
0.16 ml of [3] 0.84 1.6 

 

 

 

α, β and γ 

0.2 ml of [3] 0.8 2.0 

 

The tubes were kept refrigerated. Samples were mixed using a vortex for 5 seconds before being 

placed in the quartz cuvette and read at 278 nm in a U-1500 UV/VIS Spectrophotometer (Hitachi 

Instruments, US) (Table III). 
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Table III The “X” in the table illustrates at which incubation time each standard serie (α, β or γ) was read in 

the UV-spectrophotometer. 

               Incubation time (h) 
 
Series 

 
0.5 

 
24 

 
48 

 
72 

α X X X X 
β  X X X 
γ   X X 
 

2.4 High-performance liquid chromatography 

Chromatography is a widely used technique for separating mixtures. The information provided 

can be both quantitative and qualitative. The technique is based on two phases, one stationary- 

and one mobile phase, in which two different compounds moves with different speed. The 

relative time a compound spends in each phase is calculated and this time identifies the 

compound of interest. [Atkins and Jones 2002] 

 

High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) is an improvement from column 

chromatography, a technique which is time demanding and requires a long column (fig. 4). In 

HPLC a pressure is applied on the column which forces the mobile phase through the narrow 

column. The use of pressure results in improved separation in a relatively short time. [Atkins and 

Jones 2002] 

 
Figure 4 A schematic presentation of how one mixture is separated into three compounds in a column 

chromatography. (Image reconstructed from Atkins and Jones 2002) 

 

All HPLC measurements were made using LaChrome Elite® HPLC systems (Hitachi 

Instruments, US). The mobile phase consisted of ACN, NaH2PO4, NaCl in ratio 4:3:3 and was 

pushed through the column with a flow rate of 0.6 ml/min. The NaH2PO4 buffer (50 mM) was 

prepared through dissolving 6.899 g NaH2PO4 in 1 l water for chromatography, pH was adjusted 
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to 2.5 using 85% H3PO4. The NaCl buffer was prepared through dissolving 18 g NaCl in 1 l 

water for chromatography. Both buffer solutions were filtrated through membrane filters with 

vacuum suction. 20 µl sample volume is entered to the column through a syringe needle. Each 

sample has a retention time of 45 minutes. The peptides were separated with a exclusion column 

(TosoHaas TSKgel G2000SW 7.5 mm*60.0 cm) which separates by size, the largest molecule 

travels the fastest. A UV detector detects the peptides at 215 nm and a chromatogram was 

created.  

2.4.1 Standard for protein concentration using high-performance liquid 

chromatography 

A sample of EMD dissolved in 0.1 M HAc (0.2 mg/ml), was analyzed with HPLC.  

2.5 Protein release tests from the material 

The aim with the following protein release tests was to measure the quantity of EMD released 

from the materials when incubated in a physiological-like fluid, Ringers solution, pH 7.25 

(Bakteriologiska laboratoriet, Salgrenska Universitetssjukhuset, Göteborg, Sweden). Mölnlyckes 

current standard methods were used to detect the EMD released (pyrogallol red staining, UV-

spectrophotometer and HPLC). 

 

Protein release from three materials made from three different polymers (Polymer A, B or C) 

(Collaboration partner), with or without (negative control) EMD incorporated, were studied in 

pyrogallol red test 1 and 2. Protein release from Polymer A material was furthermore studied, 

using UV-spectrophotometer and HPLC, due to the results in Pyrogallol red 1 and 2 which 

indicate that Polymer A releases the greatest quantity of EMD. 

2.5.1 Pyrogallol red 

The micro pyrogallol red test method is a method for detection of the total protein content in an 

unknown sample (Internal standard method, Mölnlycke Health Care, Göteborg, Sweden). The 

method is based on the shift in absorption which occurs when the pyrogallol red-molybdate 

complex binds to amino acid groups of protein molecules. The shift is measured through 

comparing a blank sample (only pyrogallol red) and an unknown sample (sample with unknown 

protein content) at 600 nm in a VersaMax microplate reader (Molecular Devices, US).  
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2.5.2 Pyrogallol red test 1 

In pyrogallol red test 1 discs of 6 mm in diameter were cut out from the materials with a biopsy 

punch. The discs were placed in low retention Eppendorf tubes with 100 µl Ringers solution, 

creating samples with unknown protein content. Triplicates were used for each polymer material 

with EMD incorporated and a single sample for each reference material. The samples were 

incubated at 34 ºC to simulate skin temperature.  

 

Pyrogallol red test 1 was performed after 1 week of incubation. 30 mg EMD (Biora AB, Malmö, 

Sweden) was dissolved in 1 ml 0.1 M HAc to create an EMD stock solution. The EMD stock 

solution was diluted into 10 mg/ml before further dilution into a standard series with 

concentrations ranging from 0.08 up to 1.8 mg/ml (Table IV). Duplicate samples were made in 2 

ml low retention Eppendorf tubes and mixed through vortexing.   

 

Table IV The standard curve for pyrogallol red test 1 with EMD concentrations raging from 0.08 up to 1.8 

mg/ml. 

Diluted stock solution  
10 mg/ml (µl) 

0.1 M HAc (µl) Standard (mg/ml) 

2 248 0.08 
3 247 0.12 
4 246 0.16 
5 245 0.20 
10 240 0.40 
15 235 0.60 
20 230 0.80 
25 225 1.00 
30 220 1.20 
35 215 1.40 
40 210 1.60 
45 205 1.80 

 

20 µl of each standard- and unknown sample was mixed with 1 ml room temperature pyrogallol 

red solution. The samples were vortexed. 300 µl of each sample was transferred to a 96-well 

plate (Table V, fig. 5). Columns 1 to 4 were used for the standard curve samples and two blank 

samples (only pyrogallol red solution). Columns 5 to 7 contained samples of polymer materials 

with incorporated EMD, triplicates. Column 8 was used for reference materials, none EMD 

incorporated.  
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Table V The distribution of samples in the 96-well plate used in pyrogallol red test 1. 

Well 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
A 0.08 0.08 1.2 1.2 Polymer A 

1 
Polymer A 

2 
Polymer A 

3 
Polymer A 

Ref. 
B 0.12 0.12 1.4 1.4 Polymer B  

1 
Polymer B 

 2 
Polymer B  

3 
Polymer B 

Ref. 
C 0.16 0.16 1.6 1.6 Polymer C  

1 
Polymer C  

2 
Polymer C  

3 
Polymer C 

Ref. 
D 0.2 0.2 1.8 1.8     
E 0.4 0.4       
F 0.6 0.6       
G 0.8 0.8       
H 1.0 1.0 blank blank     

 

 
Figure 5 Image of the 96-well plate used in pyrogallol red test 1. For details considering well content, see table 

V. 

 
The 96-well plate was incubated for 20 minutes before being read at 600 nm with microplate 

reader. 

2.5.3 Pyrogallol red test 2 

Due to the results from pyrogallol red test 1, where the detection of protein in the unknown 

samples was poor, larger material discs and a larger sample volume were used in pyrogallol red 

test 2. Discs of 8 mm in diameter were cut out with a biopsy punch, placed in low retention 

Eppendorf tubes with 100 µl Ringers solution and incubated at 34 ºC for one week. 
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 The concentrations creating the standard curve interval was adjusted to suit the expected results 

in pyrogallol red test 2 (Table VI). 

 

Table VI The standard curve for pyrogallol red test 2 with EMD concentrations raging from 0.12 up to 1.2 

mg/ml. 

Diluted stock solution  
10 mg/ml (µl) 

0.1 M HAc (µl) Standard (mg/ml) 

3 247 0.12 
5 245 0.20 

10 240 0.40 
13 237 0.52 
15 235 0.60 
18 232 0.72 
20 230 0.80 
25 225 1.00 
30 220 1.20 

 

In order to obtain a complete release of protein the materials were wet in 100 µl of its solvent or 

in a liquid similar to its solvent. Duplicates of each material with and without EMD were 

analyzed. 

 

60 µl of the standard- and unknown samples were mixed with 1 ml pyrogallol. The samples were 

vortexed. 300 µl of each sample was transferred to a 96-well plate, incubated for 20 minutes 

before being read at 600 nm with microplate reader. 

2.5.4 Ultraviolet spectrophotometer 

In order to increase the EMD content in each sample larger pieces, 3.5 cm in diameter, of 

Polymer A material were cut out. Two pieces were placed in each well to further increase the 

EMD content. Triplicates were used for both Polymer A (EMD incorporated) and Polymer A ref. 

(none EMD incorporated) (Table VII).  

 

Table VII The distribution of samples in the 6-well plate (Protein release test, UV spectrophotometer). 

Well 1 2 3 
A Polymer A 1 Polymer A 2 Polymer A 3 
B Polymer A ref. 1 Polymer A ref. 2 Polymer A ref. 3 
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The samples were covered with 3 ml Ringers solution and incubated at 34 ºC to simulate skin 

conditions. The samples were stored in a tissue culture treated 6-well plate with a lid. The edges 

were covered with parafilm to prevent evaporation. Two 6-well plates were prepared and those 

were incubated for 1 and 5 weeks. 

  

After incubation (1 or 5 weeks) the liquid and the material in each well was transferred to a 

plastic tube. The tube was vortexed in order to increase the EMD release from Polymer A. The 

material was taken out from the tube. 3 ml 0.1 M HAc was pipetted into the empty well in order 

to dissolve and transfer any remaining bound EMD from the well. The acetic acid lowered the 

pH to 3.47 which dissolves possible aggregates. The samples were read in a quartz cuvette at 278 

nm by UV/VIS. The samples were filtrated (pore size of 0.45 µm) to remove the major part of 

Polymer A polymers in the sample and in doing so remove some background signal. The filtrated 

samples were read at 278 nm by UV/VIS. 

2.5.5 High-performance liquid chromatography 

The filtrated samples from UV-spectrophotometer experiment were placed in 1.5 ml glass vials 

and analyzed with HPLC. 

2.6 Protein release tests from enamel matrix derivative-film 

A film is formed when a solution of EMD is allowed to evaporate under certain conditions. The 

aim with EMD-film experiment was to study protein release from a dry EMD-film in order to 

analyze how a dry EMD material dissolves when placed in physiological-like fluid. 

Characteristics of interests were amount of protein released (detected with UV-

spectrophotometer) and which ratio between the fractions of 20 kDa (A), 13 kDa (B1), 11 kDa 

(B2), 7 kDa (C1) and 5 kDa (C2) amelogenins could be detected with HPLC, (fig. 2). 

2.6.1 Enamel matrix derivative-film experiment 

The two sample sizes (1 and 2) were measured by a scale (Table VIII). The small size (10 mg) 

was chosen with respect to the accuracy of the scale. The big size was chosen in order to get 

samples of significantly different sizes. Each sample was placed in 1 ml Ringers solution in a 

low retention Eppendorf tube. The tubes were incubated at 34ºC for 5 h (A), 22 h (B) and 45 h 

(C) (Table VIII). 
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Table VIII The table illustrates samples used in EMD-film experiment. Two sizes (1 and 2) and three 

incubation times (A, B and C) were used. 

               Quantity of EMD-film 
 
Incubation time 

10 mg  
(1) 

30 mg 
 (2) 

5 h (A) 1A 2A 
22 h (B) 1B 2B 
45 h (C) 1C 2C 
 

After each incubation time (A, B or C), the samples were vortexed for approximately 5 seconds 

to dissolve aggregates that might be dissolved from the film but lying in the bottom of the tube. 

The samples were left for approximately 5 minutes, allowing bigger EMD-film parts (broken off 

the EMD-film during vortexing) to sink to the bottom. 0.5 ml solution from each sample was 

taken out of the Eppendorf tube and mixed with 1 ml 0.1 M HAc (in a new Eppendorf tube) to 

dissolve EMD aggregates (those samples are referred to as the “ringers” samples). 1 ml 0.1 M 

HAc was added to the remaining 0.5 ml Ringers solution and the unsolved EMD-film (those 

samples are referred to as the “HAc” samples). All samples were vortexed and refrigerated for 1 

hour allowing EMD to disssolve. After the incubation time all samples were vortexed once more 

before the “HAc” samples were diluted by a factor of 6 (using 0.1 M HAc) to reach a detectable 

concentration. The samples were placed in a quartz cuvette and read at 278 nm by UV/VIS.  

 

All samples were wavelength scanned from 240 nm up to 320 nm by UV/VIS to detect if their 

maximum absorbance is at 278 nm as expected. All samples were subsequently analyzed with 

HPLC to detect the ratio between the EMD fractions and possible differences between “Ringers” 

and “HAc” samples. 

2.7 Aggregation 

The experiment aimed to observe if aggregates that are formed at neutral pH fall to the bottom of 

the tube when left to rest for 5 minutes after vortexing. The result from this experiment was of 

interest for the EMD-film experiment where the samples were left for 5 minutes before the 

“Ringers” samples were taken out.  
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The pH of a 30 mg/ml EMD solution was measured. 333 µl EMD solution (30 mg/ml) was 

added to 617 ml Ringers solution. The sample pH was neutralized with 50 µl 0.2 M NaOH. The 

total sample volume of 1 ml was vortexed and the pH was measured. Two identical samples 

were made (A and B). Samples of 0.5 ml were taken out from the upper part of each tube. Those 

samples were mixed with 1 ml HAc in two new tubes in order to dissolve aggregates. The two 

samples were further diluted by a factor 3 to reach a detectable concentration. The EMD 

concentration was analyzed at 278 nm by UV/VIS. 

2.8 Cell growth, cell viability and collagen production 

The aim with cell culture experiment was to observe effects on the viability of normal human 

dermal fibroblasts (NHDF) when being cultured closely to Polymer A material. It was of interest 

to compare the response from Polymer A with EMD incorporated (Polymer A (0.1 mg EMD)) 

with Polymer A ref. (without EMD), pure dissolved EMD (0.1 mg) and no treatment (only 10% 

Fetal Calf Serum). The aim was also to detect collagen production which is important for ECM 

formation. 

2.8.1 AlamarBlue® 

AlamarBlue® is a fluorometric compound used for detection of viable cells. The reagent is water 

soluble, extremely stable and minimally toxic to the cells which enables continuous observation 

of cell cultures. AlamarBlue® can be used to quantitatively measure the proliferation of for 

example human cell lines. AlamarBlue® is added to the cells in its oxidized form, having a 

bluish color. The compound enters the cells’ mitochondria and in viable cells, due to enzymatic 

activity, reduction takes place. This reduction of alamarBlue® results in a shift in its 

fluorescence and a change in color which can be quantified fluorimetrically and colorimetrically. 

[Nociari et al. 1998]  

 

A standard curve for alamarBlue® was attempted using NHDF cells. The result was not reliable 

and therefore the method was subsequently used for internal comparison only rather than 

absolute cell quantification. 
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2.8.2 Cell culture experiment 

NHDF cells (Karocell, Sweden) of generation 5 were seeded (528 cells/mm2) on a 2D plastic 

surface in a sterile tissue culture treated 96-well plate in 200 µl medium. The medium contained 

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) with Glutamax 1 g/l (Gibco, UK) supplemented 

with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) (Gibco, UK), 1% Penicillin & Streptomycin mixture (Gibco, 

UK), 0.1% Fungizone (Gibco, UK) and 10 mM HEPES (Sigma-Aldrich, UK). The plate was 

incubated at 37ºC in an incubator with 95% relative humidity and 5% CO2. The cells were 

incubated overnight to allow the cells to adapt to the growth conditions.  

 

Respective treatments (0.1 mg EMD, Polymer A (0.1 mg EMD) and Polymer A ref. (without 

EMD)) were added at day 1 (Table IX). Discs of Polymer A (0.1 mg EMD) and Polymer A ref. 

(without EMD) material were cut out with a biopsy punch, 8 mm in diameter. Triplicates were 

used for each treatment.  

 
Table IX The table presents the distribution of cells, medium and treatments in each well used in cell culture 

experiment. 

Well 1 2 3 4 5 6 
A Cell free + 10% FCS (blank) NHDF + 10% FCS  
B NHDF + 10% FCS + 0.1 mg EMD  
C NHDF + 10% FCS + Polymer A ref. NHDF + 10% FCS + Polymer A (0.1 mg 

EMD) 
D  Cell free + 10%FCS + Polymer A ref. 

(blank Polymer A) 
 

The viability of the cells was studied with alamarBlue™. 20 µl (10% of the medium volume) 

were added to the cells at 4 pm day 2. The plate was incubated over night; 17 hours. At day 3 the 

absorbance was read at 570 and 600 nm in a microplate reader. The cells were washed with 

DPBS (containing CaCl2 and MgCl2) (Gibco, UK) twice to remove alamarBlue™ and cell debris. 

200 µl new medium was added to each well. The procedure with alamarBlue™ was repeated at 

day 6 (alamarBlue™ was added) to day 7 (when the plate was read).  

 

An attempt to analyze the cells’ collagen production was made using direct red stain. The 

experiment took place at day 7 (after alamarBlue™). The cells were washed with DPBS 

(containing CaCl2 and MgCl2) (Gibco, UK) twice before fixing with 95% ethanol and incubation 
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at -20ºC for 20 minutes. The cells were washed with DPBS (containing CaCl2 and MgCl2) 

(Gibco, UK) three times before 50 µl direct red was added to each well. The plate was incubated 

at room temperature for 1 hour. The cells were washed with DPBS (containing CaCl2 and 

MgCl2) (Gibco, UK) three times. 50 µl destain fluid was added to each well before being read at 

570 nm. No results are shown from the direct red experiment since the material appeared to 

absorb the stain irreversibly and therefore gave a strong absorbance signal. The results from 

direct red are not presented in the report. 

2.8.3 Kruskal - Wallis test 

In 1952 Kruskal and Wallis developed a test through extending the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney 

test to three or more samples [Sprent and Smeeton 2000] (Appendix B). 

2.9 Confocal microscopy 

The aim with confocal microscopy was to detect the distribution of EMD in the Polymer A 

material. To visualize the distribution EMD was conjugated to Fluorescein isothiocyanate 

(FITC). FITC is a fluorescent moiety which can be used to label any protein [Brumatti et. al. 

2008]. The conjugation was performed according to a method available at Mölnlycke Health 

Care (Appendix C). 

 

A confocal microscope can create three-dimensional images. The light source is usually a laser 

and the microscope is commonly used with fluorescence optics. The laser beam passes through a 

pinhole and focuses at a specific depth and one specific point in the sample. The sample emits 

fluorescence which passes through another pinhole before reaching the detector. All light emitted 

from regions other than the specific point are out of focus at the pinhole and is thereby excluded 

from the detector. The sample is scanned plane by plane, creating many two-dimensional images 

which are projected to a three-dimensional image. [Alberts et al. 2002] 

 

Polymer A material with incorporated FITC conjugated EMD was produced (Collaboration 

partner). 
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Confocal microscopy (Zeiss LSM 510 META) was undertaken on samples of material with 

FITC-EMD (at centre for cellular imaging (CCI) at Göteborg University’s facilities (Göteborg, 

Sweden) with assistance from Julia Fernandez-Rodriques). The sample was placed between two 

glass slices. Images were obtained of Polymer A material. 
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3 Results 

3.1 Standard for protein concentration using ultraviolet 

spectrophotometer 

The absorbance values detected with UV-spectrophotometer were plotted against the known 

EMD concentrations (fig. 6, 7 and 8) (data in appendix A). To study the linear relation between 

absorbance and concentration, trendlines were inserted. The equations of the trendlines and the 

squares of the correlation coefficient (R²) are presented in respectively plot (fig. 6, 7 and 8).    

 

EMD standard serie α 

- using UV-spectophotometer
y(0.5h) = 1.3169x + 0.0024

R² = 0.9985

y(24h) = 1.2353x - 0.028

R² = 0.997

y(48h) = 1.162x - 0.0358

R² = 0.9912

y(72h) = 1.0491x + 0.0137

R² = 0.997
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Figure 6 The plot illustrates the linear relation between absorbance and concentration for standard serie α. 

Linear regression lines, their equations and the R
2
-values are shown. 
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EMD standard serie β 

- using UV-spectrophotometer

y(24h) = 1.3272x - 0.0364

R² = 0.9989

y(48h) = 1.3119x - 0.0422

R² = 0.9953

y(72h) = 1.255x - 0.0311

R² = 0.9949
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Figure 7 The plot illustrates the linear relation between absorbance and concentration for standard serie β. 

Linear regression lines, their equations and the R
2
-values are shown. 

 

EMD standard serie γ 

- using UV-spectrophotometer

y(48h) = 1.1927x + 0.0398

R² = 0.9972

y(72h) = 1.1456x + 0.0143

R² = 0.9968
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Figure 8 The plot illustrates the linear relation between absorbance and concentration for standard serie γ. 

Linear regression lines, their equations and the R
2
-values are shown. 

 

A decrease in EMD absorbance can be seen over time (fig. 6, 7 and 8). To study whether the 

incubation time or the amount of measurements were most important for the loss of EMD two 

plots were created (fig. 9 and 10). 
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EMD standard serie α (0.5h), β (24h) and γ (48h) 

- using UV-spectrophotometer

y(α, 0.5h) = 1.3169x + 0.0024

R² = 0.9985

y(β, 24h) = 1.3272x - 0.0364

R² = 0.9989

y(γ, 48h) = 1.1927x + 0.0398

R² = 0.9972
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Figure 9 The plot illustrates how the absorbance differs between standard serie α, β and γ at its first time of 

measurement. Linear regression lines, their equations and the R
2
-values are shown. 

 

EMD standard serie α, β and γ at 48 h 

- using UV-spectrophotometer

y(α, 48h) = 1.162x - 0.0358

R² = 0.9912

y(β, 48h) = 1.3119x - 0.0422

R² = 0.9953

y(γ, 48h) = 1.1927x + 0.0398

R² = 0.9972
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Figure 10 The plot illustrates how the absorbance differs between standard serie α, β and γ at incubation time 

48 hours. Linear regression lines, their equations and the R
2
-values are shown. 
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3.2 Standard for protein concentration using high-performance liquid 

chromatography  

EMD typically shows a chromatogram with A-, B- and C area% of about 80%, 8% respectively 

12% (fig. 11) when analyzed with HPLC. 

 

 
Figure 11 A chromatogram showing the normal ratio between the A-, B- and C-fractions of EMD. The last 

peak is the HAc solution. 

3.3 Protein release tests from the material 

3.3.1 Pyrogallol red test 1 

The mean values of the absorbances were plotted against respective EMD concentrations 

creating the standard curve in pyrogallol red test 1 (fig. 12) (data in appendix A). The standard 

curve is used for converting absorbance to EMD concentration in table X, XI and XII. 

 

Standard curve in pyrogallol red test 1
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Figure 12 The standard curve in pyrogallol red test 1. A linear regression line, its equation and the R

2
-value 

are shown. 
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The three Polymer A samples with EMD incorporated gave a mean EMD concentration of 0.096 

mg/ml (Table X). The Polymer A reference (without EMD) showed an absorbance close to zero, 

-0.001 (Table X).  

 

Table X Results from the Polymer A samples in pyrogallol red test 1. 

Sample  Absorbance EMD concentration (mg/ml) Mean EMD concentration 

(mg/ml) 

Polymer A 1 0.034 0.115 
Polymer A 2 0.034 0.113 
Polymer A 3 0.019 0.060 

 

0.096 

Polymer A Ref. -0.001 -0.015 -0.015 

  

The three Polymer B samples with EMD incorporated gave a mean EMD concentration of 0.101 

mg/ml (Table XI). The Polymer B reference (without EMD) showed an EMD concentration of 

0.087 mg/ml (Table XI) which indicates that Polymer B gives a strong background signal. 

 

Table XI Results from the Polymer B in pyrogallol red test 1. 

Sample Absorbance EMD concentration (mg/ml) Mean EMD concentration 

(mg/ml) 

Polymer B 1 0.029 0.095 
Polymer B 2 0.028 0.091 
Polymer B 3 0.035 0.116 

 

0.101 

Polymer B Ref.  0.027 0.087 0.087 

 

All Polymer C samples (Polymer C 1, 2, 3 and Polymer C Ref.) gave absorbance values close to 

zero indicating zero EMD release (Table XII).   

 

Table XII Results from the Polymer C in pyrogallol red test 1. 

Sample Absorbance EMD concentration (mg/ml) Mean EMD concentration 
(mg/ml) 

Polymer C  1 0.008 0.018 
Polymer C  2 0.006 0.011 
Polymer C  3 -0.004 -0.025 

 
0.001 

Polymer C  Ref. -0.005 -0.029 -0.029 
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3.3.2 Pyrogallol red test 2 

The mean values of the absorbance values were plotted against respective EMD concentrations 

creating the standard curve in pyrogallol red test 2 (fig. 13) (data in appendix A). The standard 

curve is used for converting absorbance to EMD concentration in table XIII, XIV, XV. 

 

Standard curve in pyrogallol red test 2
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Figure 13 The standard curve in pyrogallol red test 2. A linear regression line, its equation and the R

2
-value 

are shown. 

 

The Polymer A 1 sample was detected to be thinner than Polymer A 2 and Polymer A 3 at the 

time of cutting out the samples and is therefore not included in the EMD concentration mean 

value of 0.199 (Table XIII). The reference samples (Polymer A ref. 1 and 2) gave absorbance 

values close to zero, indicating zero background signal from the Polymer A material (Table 

XIII). The dissolved samples all gave absorbance values close to zero (Table XIII).    

 

Table XIII Results from the Polymer A samples in pyrogallol red test 2. 

Sample Absorbance EMD concentration 

(mg/ml) 

Mean EMD 

concentration (mg/ml) 

Polymer A 1 0.026 -0.031  
Polymer A 2 0.127 0.121 
Polymer A 3 0.125 0.118 

 

0.119 

Polymer A ref. 1 -0.003 -0.074 
Polymer A ref. 2 -0.006 -0.079 

-0.077 

Polymer A solved 1 0.010 -0.055 
Polymer A solved 2 0.016 -0.045 

-0.050 

Polymer A solved ref. 1 0.007 -0.059 
Polymer A solved ref. 2 0.008 -0.058 

-0.059 
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Polymer B 1 gave a higher absorbance value than Polymer B 2 and 3 indicating either a greater 

EMD concentration or a lack of sensitivity in the plate reader (Table XIV). The reference 

samples (Polymer B ref. 1 and 2) gave slightly smaller absorbance values than Polymer B 2 and 

3 (Table XIV). The dissolved samples all gave low absorbance values (Table XIV). 

 

Table XIV Results from the Polymer B samples in pyrogallol red test 2. 

Sample Absorbance EMD concentration 

(mg/ml) 

Mean EMD 

concentration (mg/ml) 

Polymer B 1 0.120 0.110 
Polymer B 2 0.057 0.016 
Polymer B 3 0.055 0.013 

 

0.046 

Polymer B ref. 1 0.035 -0.016 
Polymer B ref. 2 0.042 -0.006 

-0.011 

Polymer B solved 1 0.095 0.073 
Polymer B solved 2 0.015 -0.046 

0.014 

Polymer B solved ref. 1 0.010 -0.055 
Polymer B solved ref. 2 0.027 -0.028 

-0.042 

 

All Polymer C samples gave low absorbance values, indicating zero or low EMD release (Table 

XV). 

 

Table XV Results from the Polymer C samples in pyrogallol red test 2. 

Sample Absorbance EMD concentration 

(mg/ml) 

Mean EMD 

concentration (mg/ml) 

Polymer C 1 0.015 -0.046 
Polymer C 2 0.039 -0.011 
Polymer C 3 0.029 -0.025 

 

-0.027 

Polymer C ref. 1 0.002 -0.066 
Polymer C ref. 2 0.001 -0.067 

-0.067 

Polymer C solved 1 0.100 0.081 
Polymer C solved 2 0.030 -0.024 

0.029 

Polymer C solved ref. 1 0.010 -0.054 
Polymer C solved ref. 2 0.016 -0.045 

-0.050 
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3.3.3 Ultraviolet spectrophotometer 

The absorbance’s received after 1 week of incubation time showed significantly higher 

absorbance for Polymer A material with EMD incorporated (Table XVI). After filtration no 

difference could be detected (data not shown). 

 

Table XVI Results from absorbance measurement after 1 week incubation. 

Sample Absorbance Average 

Polymer A 1 (EMD incorporated) 0.306 
Polymer A 2 (EMD incorporated) 0.332 
Polymer A 3 (EMD incorporated) 0.359 

 

0.332 

Polymer A ref. 1 (without EMD) 0.177 
Polymer A ref. 2 (without EMD) 0.284 
Polymer A ref. 3 (without EMD) 0.288 

 

0.250 

 

The samples from Polymer A material with EMD incorporated showed less absorbance than the 

samples from Polymer A reference material (without EMD) after 5 weeks of incubation (Table 

XVII). 

 

Table XVII Results from absorbance measurement after 5 weeks incubation. 

Sample Absorbance Average 
Polymer A 1 (EMD incorporated) 0.833 
Polymer A 2 (EMD incorporated) 0.606 
Polymer A 3 (EMD incorporated) 0.854 

 
0.764 

 
Polymer A ref. 1 (without EMD) 0.956 
Polymer A ref. 2 (without EMD) 0.669 
Polymer A ref. 3 (without EMD) 1.059 

 
0.895 

Polymer A 1 (EMD incorporated) - filtrated 0.200 
Polymer A 2 (EMD incorporated) - filtrated 0.230 
Polymer A 3 (EMD incorporated) - filtrated 0.314 

 
0.248 

Polymer A ref. 1 (without EMD) - filtrated 0.411 
Polymer A ref. 2 (without EMD) - filtrated 0.282 
Polymer A ref. 3 (without EMD) - filtrated 0.390 

 
0.361 

 
 

3.3.4 High-performance liquid chromatography 

The chromatograms showed zero EMD in all samples. 
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3.4 Protein release tests from enamel matrix derivative-film 

3.4.1 Enamel matrix derivative-film experiment 

The EMD-film lost its shape immediately when placed in Ringers solution (fig. 14).  

 

a      b                    c 

Figure 14 The pictures shows EMD-film immediately after covered with Ringers solution. (a) Size 1 (10 mg 

EMD). (b-c) Size 2 (30 mg EMD), taken at the same sample with approximately one minute delay. 

 
Results from EMD-film experiment are presented in the tables below (Table XVIII and XIX). 

The EMD concentrations (mg/ml) were calculated using the equation from EMD standard series 

α at incubation time 0.5 h (y(0.5 h) = 1.3169x+0.0024) (see chapter 3.1 Standard for protein 

concentration using UV-spectrophotometer). The quantity of EMD (mg) was calculated from the 

EMD concentration and the known sample volume. The total EMD in theory is 10 mg for film 

size 1 and 30 mg for film size 2. 

 

Table XVIII Results from EMD-film size 1 (10 mg EMD) in EMD-film experiment. The samples were 

incubated for 5h, 22h or 45h (A, B respectively C). 

Sample  Absorbance EMD (mg) Total EMD 

(mg) 

Total EMD 

in theory 

(mg) 

Detected 

EMD (%) 

1A – “Ringers” 0.45 1.02 
1A – “HAc” 1.26 8.59 

9.61 96% 

1B – “Ringers” 0.20 0.44 
1B – “HAc” 0.65 4.45 

4.89 49% 

1C – “Ringers” 0.40 0.91 
1C – “HAc” 1.42 9.69 

10.60 

 
 

10 

106% 
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Table XIX Results from EMD-film size 2 (30mg EMD) in EMD-film experiment. The samples were incubated 

for 5h, 22h or 45h (A, B respectively C). 

Sample  Absorbance EMD (mg) Total EMD 

(mg) 

Total EMD 

in theory 

(mg) 

Detected 

EMD (%) 

2A – “Ringers” 1.00 2.28 
2A – “HAc” 1.88 12.83 

15.11 50% 

2B – “Ringers” 0.66 1.50 
2B – “HAc” 1.90 12.98 

14.48 48% 

2C – “Ringers” 0.68 1.55 
2C – “HAc” 2.38 16.25 

17.80 

 

 
30 

59% 

 

To illustrate how the released EMD varied with incubation time a plot was created (fig. 15) using 

the results from “Ringers” samples (Table XVIII and XIX). 
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Figure 15 The plot illustrates the detected EMD release (mg) from the EMD-film when incubated in Ringers 

solution. Two sizes (10 mg and 30 mg) and three incubation times (5h, 22h or 45h). 
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The results from wavelength scanning the samples from 240 nm to 320 nm were clear (fig. 16 

and 17) 9 out of 12 samples had their top value at 278 nm. The three remaining samples had their 

top value at either 277 nm or 279 nm.   
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Figure 16 The plot shows the result from scanning all “Ringers” samples. The top value was at 278 nm for 5 

out of 6 samples. 
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Figure 17 The plot shows the result from scanning all “HAc” samples. The top value was at 278 nm for 4 out 

of 6 samples. 
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The “HAc” samples showed a similar HPLC chromatogram as a pure EMD sample (fig. 18).  

 
Figure 18 The chromatogram (“HAc” sample sample 2A) show the same characteristics as a pure EMD 

chromatogram (high A peak and small B- and C peak) (fig. 11). 

 

The “Ringers” samples chromatograms were different from those of pure EMD. The proportion 

between A-, B- and C peaks were dissimilar to pure EMD. The B peak was higher than the A- 

and C peak (fig. 19). The B peak had a small valley, indicating two B peaks (B1 and B2). B1 

might be 13 kDa (soluble) from the main route and B2 11 kDa (soluble) from the minor route 

(fig. 2 and 19). 

 
Figure 19 The chromatogram (“Ringers” sample 2A) shows how the B peak is notably larger than the A- and 

C peak. A valley can be seen in the B peak indicating two B peaks (B1 and B2) (circled). 
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To compare a typical EMD standard (std) sample with a typical “Ringers” sample a plot was 

created where the chromatograms were overlaid each other (fig. 20). The EMD (std) sample has 

a notably higher A area% (about 80%) compared to the “Ringers” sample which have a notable 

higher B area% (fig. 19 and 20).  
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Figure 20 The plot shows chromatograms of EMD (std) (red) and the “Ringers” sample 2A (30 mg EMD-film, 

5 hours incubation) (black). The “Ringers” sample has a notably larger B area% than EMD (std). 

 

3.5 Aggregation 

The EMD solution (30 mg/ml) had a pH of 4.81. Sample A reached pH 7.01 and sample B 

reached pH 7.67 after adding 0.2 M NaOH. Both solutions formed visible aggregates of EMD. 

The liquid turned a whitish color. Results from UV-spectrophotometer measurements are shown 

in (Table XX). The EMD concentrations (mg/ml) were calculated using the equation from EMD 

standard series α at incubation time 0.5 h (y(0.5 h) = 1.3169x+0.0024) (see chapter 3.1 Standard 

for protein concentration using UV-spectrophotometer) and the known dilution.  

 

Table XX The table presents results from UV-spectrophotometer measurements of sample A and B. 

Sample Absorbance Concentration 
(mg/ml) 

Total EMD concentration in 
theory (mg/ml) 

Detected EMD (%) 

A 1.554 7.069 71% 
B 1.231 5.598 

10 
56% 
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3.6 Cell growth, cell viability and collagen production 

3.6.1 Cell culture experiment 

Figure 21 shows all absorbance values from the viability measurements with alamarBlue®. The 

background absorbances at 600 nm were subtracted from the absorbance’s at 570 nm to reach the 

absolute absorbance value. The viability was highest for the treatment with 0.1 mg EMD 

followed by Polymer A material (0.1 mg EMD) and 10% FCS. Values from those three 

treatments could however not be statistically separated by Kruskal-Wallis test. Treatment with 

Polymer A material ref. gave a significantly lower viability by Kruskal-Wallis test. Due to 

problems with creating a credible standard curve for alamarBlue® the absorbance’s could not be 

translated into an absolute quantity of viable cells. 
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Figure 21 The viability of NHDF as a result from each treatment; 10% FCS (blank), 0.1 mg EMD, Polymer A 

(EMD) and Polymer A ref. The standard deviations are shown, notably larger after three days than after 7 

days of cultivation. 

 
The absorbance’s from the viability measurement at day 3 (using alamarBlue®) can be seen in 

table XXI. Respective background absorbance values (at 600 nm) have been subtracted from the 
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absorbance values at 570 nm. A Kruskal-Wallis test was performed for the 4 populations (10% 

FCS, 0.1 mg EMD, Polymer A (0.1 mg EMD) and Polymer A ref. (without EMD)) in cell culture 

experiment using the absorbance’s received from viability measurement with alamarBlue®. 

 

Table XXI Absorbance’s from viability measurement at day 3 with alamarBlue®. The absorbance’s are 

organized from smallest to largest and ranked according to Kruskal-Wallis test.  The sum of the ranks (si) 

and the complete sum (Sk) are calculated. 

 Treatment Absorbance (triplicates) Ranks si Sk 

10% FCS 0.433 0.515 0.893 4, 5, 9 120.3 
0,1 mg EMD 0.688 0.752 1.109 7, 8, 11 261.3 
Polymer A (0,1 mg EMD) 0.553 0.744 0.914 6, 7, 10 208.3 
Polymer A ref. 0.044 0.248 0.332 1, 2, 3 12 
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Under H0, T has chi-squared distribution with 3 degrees of freedom. 

 

Table gives c = 7.82 at α = 0.05 [Mathematical institution, LiTH 2003] 

 

T = 21.73 > 7.82 => H0 can be discarded. The population’s median values are not equal. 

Kruskal-Wallis test were also made including the three populations 10% FSC, 0.1 mg EMD and 

Polymer A (0.1 mg EMD). The H0 could not be discarded (T = 1.87 < 5.99 = c). The three 

populations can not be divided with the Kruskal-Wallis test.  

3.7 Confocal microscopy 

Images were taken at a Polymer A material sample still attached to the aluminum foil (fig. 22).  
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Figure 22 The picture was taken with confocal microscope. The contrast was adjusted in order to only display 

FITC (indirect EMD). 
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4 Discussion 

When working with concentration determination of EMD it should be taken into consideration 

that a sample shows a decreasing absorption when stored over time as showed when creating a 

standard curve for EMD using UV spectrophotometer. In order to get a reliable result (protein 

content mg/ml) it is of great importance to use an appropriate standard curve, created under the 

same circumstances e.g. the same incubation time. A known standard deviation for the 

absorbance may be of interest in case of not knowing the exact time from dilution to measuring. 

 

Protein release from produced material with EMD incorporated was detected using three 

detection methods, micro pyrogallol red staining, UV spectrophotometer and HPLC. Pyrogallol 

red test 1 and 2 indicated a release of protein from Polymer A material due to a large difference 

between EMD content in Polymer A material with EMD incorporated and Polymer A reference 

(without EMD), 0.096 versus -0.015 mg/ml respectively 0.119 versus -0.077 mg/ml. Polymer B 

showed release in pyrogallol red test 2, 0.046 mg/ml versus the reference sample -0.011 mg/ml. 

Polymer B did on the other hand not show release in pyrogallol red test 1. Polymer B was 

difficult to handle due to its poor material qualities and did not hold its structure. Polymer C did 

not show any protein release but had good material qualities, mainly strength. It should be 

mentioned that according to the manual of the spectrophotometer (VersaMax microplate reader, 

Molecular Devices, US) the linear region for measuring absorbance only goes down to 0.1 

absorbance units, a limit which has been pushed further down in those experiments. The 

indication of protein release is most likely true. However the exact concentrations should be 

looked at with awareness of this weakness.  

 

The protein release test using UV spectrophotometer and HPLC did not show any EMD release. 

It is most likely that there is either none or poor protein release from the Polymer A material. 

More sensitive methods such as ELISA could detect release of EMD below the threshold of the 

methods used here. 

 

Protein was released from the pure EMD-film. Exact protein quantities should not be suggested 

due to uncertainties followed by used method (e.g. aggregation) but roughly 10% of the films 
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total protein content was detected in the supernatant (“Ringers” sample). Data also suggest that 

the greatest protein release takes place within a short incubation time (e.g. 5 hours). The EMD 

release decreased with -57% between 5 h and 22 h of incubation respectively -11% between 5 h 

and 45 h incubation for samples of size 1 (10 mg EMD). The sample with incubation time 22 h 

showed a large decrease (-57%) which should be looked at with consideration to that only 50% 

of the total protein content was detected, 4.89 out of 10 mg EMD. For samples of size 2 (30 mg), 

the decrease in release were -34% between 5 h and 22 h of incubation respectively -32% between 

5 h and 45 h of incubation. The mechanism for these time related differences in release are 

unclear at present. 

 

An absolute comparison regarding area% between A-, B- and C peak for a standard EMD sample 

and a “Ringers” was not performed due to the difficulties of integrate in a comparable way. 

Roughly it can be suggested that the A- and B peak show the opposite area% relationship in 

those two samples. The result from EMD-film experiment strongly indicates a greater release of 

the B-fraction of the protein, both B1 and B2. The result is most likely to be a result due to the 

B-fractions hydrophilic characteristics.   

 

The result from aggregation experiment indicates that there is a decrease in protein content in the 

upper part of an EMD solution at neutral pH when stored. 

 

The cell culture experiments indicate a cell viability which is slightly better for treatment with 

0.1 mg EMD than Polymer A material with approximately EMD incorporated which in its turn 

was slightly better than no treatment (only medium with 10% FCS). The treatment with Polymer 

A reference material showed fibroblasts with significantly less viability (showed with Kruskal-

Wallis test). Due to that result, Polymer A might not be the optimal polymer (probably most 

polymers would give that result due to disturbing the cells). It is desirable to have a polymer 

which not only provides the wound with EMD but also provide beneficial properties itself. It 

should be taken into consideration that the treated fibroblast cells were in a close to optimal 

environment to start with, when cultivated in medium supplemented with 10% FCS. To add a 

treatment to such initially optimal environment in an in vitro system is not directly comparable to 

adding a treatment to a wound where the fibroblasts have a tougher biochemical environment. In 
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vitro the material may have negative effects such as reduced gas transportation and mechanical 

pressure. The fact that Polymer A with EMD showed a result similar to no extra treatment and 

treatment with EMD is promising for further in vitro studies as well as in vivo studies. 

 

Using confocal microscopy, green areas (spots) could be detected and the EMD distribution 

seemed rather homogenous through out the material. It was however difficult to take pictures 

with good resolution when using confocal microscope due to uneven material (a flat material 

would improve the picture quality). Green spots of different size were detected and the reason is 

more or less FITC in that area which most likely corresponds to EMD aggregates.  
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5 Conclusions 

Storage of an EMD (standard) sample decreases the detection in a UV spectrophotometer which 

should be taken into consideration when planning such experiment. Polymer A material with 

EMD incorporated has either none or poor protein release though the results were inconclusive 

with current methods. A pure EMD-film experiment showed a high release of the B-fractions 

coupled to poor release of self-assembly A- and C-fractions. NHDF cultivated close to Polymer 

A material with EMD showed a significantly higher viability than those cultivated close to 

reference material (without EMD) which indicates that the EMD in the material is at some level 

available for the cells. It may be that protein release is not necessary as long as the cells are close 

enough to the material with EMD e.g. used as a primary dressing or that protein release occurred 

at a level below detection threshold of current. FITC labeled EMD incorporated in Polymer A 

material and looked at with confocal microscope showed a rather homogenous distribution of 

EMD throughout the material, with a broad distribution of EMD aggregate size. 
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6 Recommendations 

There are several methods used in this master thesis for EMD concentration measurements. The 

fact that the micro pyrogallol red test method indicated protein release while UV spectrometry 

and HPLC showed zero release elucidates an uncertainty in the test results when trying to detect 

small concentrations. An EMD concentration test method which can detect lower concentrations 

of EMD would bring more reliable data. Such detection method could be antibody-antigen based 

e.g. ELISA. 

 

The cell cultivation performed in this master thesis was carried out using “healthy” NHDF. It is 

of interest to see how NHDF in a comparable condition to cells in a wound responds to the 

material. It is also of interest to study the material breakdown in an aggressive environment (a 

wound) in order to see how possible breakdown affects the wound healing process.  

 

It is of great interest to find a suitable polymer. The ideal polymer, formed into a material, should 

improve wound healing through creating an optimal environment e.g. allowing gas and vapor 

transport, protection against invasion of micro organisms and retaining a moist environment. 

Other beneficial characteristics are easing of pain and an easy dressing procedure (good material 

qualities such as formable and resistance against mechanical stress). 

 

It has been suggested (by staff at Mölnlycke Health Care) that the form of EMD that improves 

wound healing is the EMD aggregates, however the optimum amount of EMD in such a material 

for wound healing effect is still to be determined . 

 

In case of low or zero release there might be of interest to have aggregates incorporated possible 

on the side of the material which is towards the wound. 
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Appendix A – Experimental data 

Standard curve for protein concentration using ultraviolet 
spectrophotometer 

The table presents the result from standard serie α, standard curve for EMD concentration using 
UV-spectrophotometer.  

Absorbance Concentration 
(mg EMD/ml) 0.5 h 24 h 48 h 72h 
0.005 0.011 -0.004 -0.005 0.023 

0.01 0.016 -0.005 -0.004 0.031 

0.05 0.071 0.041 0.034 0.064 

0.1 0.138 0.093 0.086 0.115 

0.2 0.258 0.212 0.196 0.220 

0.5 0.678 0.585 0.507 0.512 

0.8 1.041 0.971 0.891 0.846 

1.2 1.611 1.434 1.371 1.351 

1.6 2.022 1.840 1.643 1.646 

2.0 2.691 2.539 2.435 (sample was lost) 
 
The table presents the result from standard serie β, standard curve for EMD concentration using 
UV-spectrophotometer.  

Absorbance Concentration 
(mg EMD/ml) 24 h 48 h 72h 
0.005 -0.004 0.019 0.032 

0.01 -0.005 0.013 0.030 

0.05 0.035 0.047 0.057 

0.1 0.098 0.098 0.101 

0.2 0.235 0.236 0.230 

0.5 0.602 0.555 0.522 

0.8 1.006 0.895 0.872 

1.2 1.487 1.446 1.384 

1.6 2.099 2.074 2.016 

2.0 2.663 2.676 2.559 
 
The table presents the result from standard serie γ, standard curve for EMD concentration using 
UV-spectrophotometer. 

Absorbance Concentration (mg/ml) 
48 h 72 h 

0.005 0.023 0.013 

0.01 0.036 (sample was lost) 

0.05 0.081 0.056 

0.1 0.160 0.132 

0.2 0.241 0.211 

0.5 0.690 0.624 
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0.8 1.037 0.981 

1.2 1.500 1.325 

1.6 2.005 1.927 

2.0 2.336 2.254 

 

Pyrogallol red test 1  

The table presents the mean value of the absorbances from each duplicate in the standard curve 
in pyrogallol red test 1. 

Concentration of EMD (mg/ml) Absorbance (mean value) 
0.08 -0.002 
0.12 0.034 
0.16 0.047 
0.20 0.051 
0.40 0.129 
0.60 0.202 
0.80 0.231 
1.00 0.248 
1.20 0.350 
1.40 0.384 
1.60 0.450 
1.80 0.483 

 

Pyrogallol red test 2 

The table presents the mean value of the absorbances from each duplicate in the standard curve 
in pyrogallol red test 2. 

Concentration of EMD (mg/ml) Absorbance (mean value) 
0.12 0.117 
0.20 0.165 
0.40 0.332 
0.52 0.373 
0.60 0.443 
0.72 0.573 
0.80 0.598 
1.00 0.690 
1.20 0.832 
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Appendix B – Statistics 

Kruskal-Wallis test 

The Kruskal-Wallis test is useful as a validation for the null hypothesis; 

 

H0 :  the populations have identical median 

Versus 

H1 : the population medians are not equal 

 

The k populations consists of ni observations (i = 1, 2,…, k). The total sum of observations are N 









=∑

i

inN . All samples are ranked from smallest (rank 1) to largest (rank N) (assuming to 

ties). Calculate the sum of the ranks for the ith sample ∑=
j iji rs . Compute the sum of 
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i iik nsS )/( 2

 and )1(3
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. If the populations have an identical median (if the 

samples are from the same population) T will be relatively small. Under H0 (identical 

populations) T has a chi-squared distribution with k-1 degrees of freedom. This statement is 

valid for moderate or high N. [Sprent and Smeeton 2000] 
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Appendix C - Protocol 

Amelogenin conjugation using FITC/DTAF 

The fluorochromes Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) and 
5(4,6dichlorotriazinyl)aminofluorescein (5-DTAF) are light sensitive and should be stored dry in 
the dark at 2-8°C (FITC) and -20°C (5-DTAF). Both fluorochromes will form covalent bonds 
with protein primary amines and the conjugation complex will thus be stable. The molecular 
weights of the molecules are: FITC = 389.4 g/mol and DTAF = 495.3 g/mol. 
 

1. Conjugation buffer: 
Dissolve NaHCO3 in distilled water to reach a concentration of 0.1M. Adjust buffer pH to 
9.5 by adding 0.1M Na2CO3 (pH 11). The conjugation buffer (NaHCO3 with added 
Na2CO3) should be prepared fresh each time as pH will change through time.  
 

2. EMD solution: 
Dissolve freeze dried EMD by adding a calculated amount of conjugation buffer. Protein 
concentration should lie between 2 and 15 mg/ml for optimal result; however, 15 mg/ml 
is to be recommended for closest concentration to Xelma. 

 
Hint: The dissolving of EMD is facilitated if kept in refrigerator with occasional stirring.  
 

3. Fluorochrome stock solution (5 mg/ml): 
Weigh 5 mg of fluorochrome in an eppendorf tube and add 1 ml of DMSO.  
Ensure complete dissolving by vortexing the sample. 
 

4. Calculate volume of fluorochrome solution needed to reach an initial molar 
fluorochrome/protein ratio of 5. 
 
Hint:  Molar concentration EMD: 15 (mg/ml) / 20 000 (Da) = 0.00075 moles 
          Moles of fluorochrome needed: 0.00075 moles * 5 = 0.00375 moles 

Volume of FITC needed: 0.00375 * 389.4 (g/mol) /  5 (mg/ml) = 0.29205 ml = 
292.05µl. 
 

5. Once EMD is dissolved, transfer the solution to a 5 ml beaker with a magnetic stirrer. 
 
6. Add calculated volume of fluorochrome stock solution to the EMD slowly in 10µl 

aliquots with gentle stirring.  
 

7. Cover beaker with parafilm and aluminum foil. 
 

8. Incubate in room temperature for 1.5 h on a magnetic stirrer set on low speed. 
 
 

9. After incubation, add to sample NH4Cl (5 M) to reach a final concentration of 50mM. 
The NH4Cl is added to quench unbound and loosely bound fluorochromes. 
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Hint: 5 × X = 0.05 × (volume protein + volume fluorochrome + X) 
         Where X = volume NH4Cl need to be added 
 

10. Still covered in aluminum foil, incubate for a further 2 h in refrigerator. 
 
11. Removal of unbound fluorochromes using of a PD-10 desalting column containing 

Spandex G- 25 medium (GE Healthcare). The PD-10 column separate molecules 
Mr>5000 from low molecular weight substances Mr<1000. The working pH range of the 
column is 2-13 and dilution factor is 1.4 (Instruction sheet 52-1308-00 AR, PD-10 
desalting column). 

1) To 50 ml of PBS, add NaOH to adjust to pH 11. High pH is needed to prevent 
EMD to agglomerate in column and become trapped. 

2) Cut of bottom tip of the gel column, remove top cap and pour off excess liquid. 
3) Use stand to fixate the column. 
4) Equilibrate the column with approximately 25 ml PBS buffer (pH 11). Discard the 

flow-trough. 
5) Meanwhile, label approximately 5 eppendorf tubes (protein LoBind) and adjust 

conjugation sample to >pH 10. 
6) With the column flow stopped, carefully layer the sample onto the top of the 

column (maximum 2.5 ml). Allow sample to flow into the column. 
7) Just as the sample enters the column bed, carefully add PBS (pH 11) to the top of 

the column. With 2.5 ml of sample added to the column, approximately 3.5 ml of 
PBS buffer is needed to elute the protein fraction. 

8) Protein conjugate, having a large size, will travel faster through the column than 
the unbound fluorochromes. Protein conjugate is seen as the orange band 
traveling through the column.  

9) Collect protein fraction in the labeled eppendorf tubes. Do not collect the “ends” 
of the fraction as these will be very diluted (lighter color). 

10) The unbound fluorochrome fraction will elute only with subsequent PBS washes. 
11) Store protein conjugate in refrigerator covered in aluminum foil. 




